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Abstract
We prove a theorem on distortion of cross ratio of four points under the mapping effected
by a complex polynomial with restricted critical values. Its corollaries include inequalities
involving the absolute value and certain coefficients of a polynomial. In particular, an exact
lower bound is established for maximal moduli of critical values of polynomials P of degree
n normalized by P (0) = 0, P ′(0) 6= 0.
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1 Introduction
It is a common knowledge that certain inequalities for complex polynomials may be derived
using the theory of univalent functions [1, Chapter 2]. Solutions of many extremal problems
in that theory hinge on metric and conformal properties of multiply connected domains (see,
for instance, [2]-[5]). We have recently amplified this approach by extending the well-known
extremal problems of Gro¨tzsch and Teichmu¨ller for moduli of doubly connected planar domains
to domains located on certain Riemann surfaces [6]. In this note we consider some applications of
the solution of such extended Teichmu¨ller problem to inequalities for polynomials with restricted
critical values. Let us remind that a critical value of the polynomial P is its value P (ζ) at a
point ζ, where P ′(ζ) = 0. Denote by Pn, n ≥ 2, the class of all complex polynomials of degree
n whose critical values do not exceed unity in absolute value. This class is quite rare in the
literature (cf. [7]-[9]). Note that under more traditional restriction P (z) = 0 ⇒ |z| < 1 all
critical points of P also lie in the unit disk which implies
max
P ′(ζ)=0
|P (ζ)| ≤ max
|z|<1
|P (z)|.
In this case an upper bound imposed on the uniform norm of a polynomial leads to its mem-
bership in Pn . In section 2 we will prove a distortion theorem for cross ratio of four points
under a mapping involving an arbitrary polynomial P from Pn and the Chebyshev polynomial
of the first kind w = Tn(z) = 2
n−1zn+ · · · We will need a more comprehensive description of the
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Chebyshev polynomial Tn(z). It can be defined in terms of conformal maps as the composition
of the inverse Zhukowski map, the power function and the direct Zhukowski map:
Tn(z) =
1
2
((
z +
√
z2 − 1
)n
+
(
z −
√
z2 − 1
)n)
, z ∈ C.
The hyperbolas with foci at z = ±1 passing through the critical points z = cos(pik/n), k =
1, . . . , n − 1, of the polynomial Tn(z) partition the z-plane into n pairwise disjoint domains.
Let B1, . . . , Bn denote these domains numbered from right to left. The polynomial Tn effects
univalent conformal mapping of B1 onto the domain D1 which is entire w-plane cut along the ray
L− := [−∞,−1]. The domains B2, . . . , Bn−1 are mapped by this polynomial onto the domains
D2, . . . ,Dn−1 all of which are copies of the w-plane cut along the rays L
− and L+ := [1,∞].
Finally, Bn is mapped onto Dn = C\L− if n is even or Dn = C\L+ if n is odd. We can construct
the Riemann surface R(Tn) of the function inverse to Tn by gluing together the domains Dk,
k = 1, . . . , n, as follows: D1 is glued crosswise to D2 along the sides of the cuts made along the
ray L−. Domain D2 is glued to D3 along the sides of the cuts made along the ray L
+, and so
on. Domain Dn−1 is glued to Dn through L
− if n is even and through L+ is n is odd. The
domain Dk viewed as a subset of the Riemann surface R(Tn) will be denoted by Dk. The proof
of the main result of this paper (Theorem 1) hinges on an extremal property of an analogue of
the Teichmu¨ller ring lying on the surface R(Tn). Perhaps, for researchers applying polynomial
inequalities more interesting are corollaries of Theorem 1 collected in Section 3. In particular,
Corollary 4 containing a lower bound for the maximal moduli of critical values of a polynomial
may be of interest.
2 The main result
Let
(a1, a2, a3, a4) =
a3 − a1
a3 − a2 :
a4 − a1
a4 − a2
be the anharmonic ratio (or cross ratio) of four ordered distinct points ak, k = 1, . . . , 4, lying
in the extended complex plane C. For any given polynomial P and a point z ∈ C denote by
xP (z) the root of the equation Tn(x) = |P (z)| lying on the ray [cos(pi/(2n)),+∞]. The number
cos(pi/(2n)) here is the largest zero of the Chebyshev polynomial Tn.
Theorem 1 Suppose P ∈ Pn. Then for any four distinct points zk, k = 1, . . . , 4, located on
an oriented straight line in ascending order the following inequality holds:
− (z3, z1, z2, z4) ≤ |(xP (z3),−xP (z1),−xP (z2), xP (z4))|. (1)
Equality in (1) is attained, for instance, for P = Tn and any points zk, k = 1, . . . , 4, satisfying
−∞ < z1 < z2 < − cos(pi/(2n)), cos(pi/(2n)) < z3 < z4 < +∞.
In order to give a proof of the theorem we will need some definitions and results from [6]. Here
and in what follows the Riemann surface R is understood as bordered compact Riemann surface.
We view it as lying over the sphere Cw and made up of finite number of planar domains with
natural definitions of projection, local parameter and neighborhood for points on such surface
[10]. Following [6], denote by An, n ≥ 2, the collection of doubly connected domains G satisfying
the following conditions:
i) the ring G is located on a Riemann surface R covering every point of the sphere Cw not
more than n times;
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ii) the complement R\G consists of two connected components E0 and E1 one of which (E0)
contains the entire boundary of R;
iii) any closed Jordan curve in R\E0 that lies over the circle |w| = ρ, 1 ≤ ρ < ∞, forms an
n-fold covering of that circle.
By the Teichmu¨ller ring on the surface R(Tn), denoted by
Tn(s, t, σ, τ), n ≥ 2, 0 ≤ s < t <∞, 0 ≤ σ < τ ≤ ∞,
we will mean the doubly connected domain obtained from R(Tn) by deleting the interval with
projection [(−1)ns, (−1)nt] from the sheet Dn and the interval with projection [σ, τ ] from the
sheet D1.
The next claim is true.
Lemma 1 ([6, theorem 2]). The Teichmu¨ller ring Tn(s, t, σ, τ) has maximal modulus among
all doubly connected domains G ∈ An such that the projection of one component E0 of the
complement R \G connects the circles |w| = s and |w| = t while the projection of the other
component E1 connects the circles |w| = σ and |w| = τ (0 ≤ s < t <∞, 0 ≤ σ < τ ≤ ∞).
Recall that the modulus of doubly connected domain with respect to the family of curves sep-
arating its boundary components is defined to be (2pi)−1 log(R2/R1), where R1 < R2 are the
radii of the inner and outer boundary circles of any annulus conformally equivalent to the given
domain [3].
Proof of Theorem 1: The equality case in (1) can be verified directly from the definition
of the Chebyshev polynomial. To prove inequality (1) it suffices to consider the case when all
critical values of the polynomial P lie in the open unit disk while the points zk, k = 1, . . . , 4, are
real and ordered as z1 < z2 < z3 < z4 and |P (z1)| 6= |P (z2)|, |P (z3)| 6= |P (z4)|. Denote by P−1
the inverse function to the polynomial P . It is one-valued and analytic on the Riemann surface
R(P ). Let P : Cz → R(P ) be its inverse. Let doubly connected domain G on the Riemann
sphere be defined by the two components E0 = [z1, z2] and E1 = [z3, z4] of its complement.
Suppose G = P(G), E0 = P(E0), E1 = P(E1). Conformal invariance of the modulus implies
mod G = mod G . We claim that the doubly connected domain G ⊂ R := R(P )\E0 belongs
to the collection An. Indeed, conditions i) and ii) are obviously satisfied. To verify condition
iii) first note that that the part of R(P ) lying over the domain |w| > ρ, ρ > 1, is itself a
Riemann surface forming n-fold covering of this domain. Since P ∈ Pn the only branch point
of this surface is at infinity and has order n − 1. If condition iii) is violated then there is
more than one boundary curve of that surface lying over the circle |w| = ρ which contradicts
the Hurwitz formula. Hence, G ∈ An. In addition, the projection of E0 coincides with P (E0)
and is a connected set containing the points P (z1) and P (z2). Similarly, the projection of E1
coincides with P (E1) and is a connected set containing the points P (z3) and P (z4). Assume
that |P (z1)| < |P (z2)|, |P (z3)| < |P (z4)|. According to Lemma 1
mod G ≤ mod Tn
(|P (z1)|, |P (z2)|, |P (z3)|, |P (z4)|).
Conformal invariance of the modulus now yields
mod Tn
(|P (z1)|, |P (z2)|, |P (z3)|, |P (z4)|) = mod G˜,
where G˜ = Cz\
(
[−xP (z2),−xP (z1)] ∪ [xP (z3), xP (z4)]
)
. Finally we arrive at
modG ≤ mod G˜. (2)
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If |P (z1)| > |P (z2)| or |P (z3)| > |P (z4)| we still get (2) in a similar manner. Let ϕ be the linear
fractional automorphism of the sphere Cz sending the points z1, z2, z4 to the points −1, 0, ∞,
respectively, and let ψ be the linear fractional automorphism of the sphere Cz sending the points
−xP (z1), −xP (z2), xP (z4) to the points −1, 0, ∞, respectively. In view of (2),
modϕ(G) ≤ modψ(G˜)
so that
ϕ(z3) ≤ |ψ(xP (z3))|.
It is left to notice that
ϕ(z3) = −(ϕ(z3),−1, 0,∞) = −(z3, z1, z2, z4)
and
ψ(xP (z3)) = |(ϕ(xP (z3)),−1, 0,∞)| = |(xP (z3),−xP (z1),−xP (z2), xP (z4)|.
Remark 1. The proof of Theorem 1 shows that given any four points zk, k = 1, . . . , 4, on
Cz and a doubly connected domain G separating the pair z1, z2 from the pair z3, z4 we will have
modG ≤ mod {Cz\
(
[−xP (z1),−xP (z2)] ∪ [xP (z3), xP (z4)]
)}.
Remark 2. It appears to be an interesting problem to establish an analogue of inequality
(1) for arbitrary n-valent functions in the disk |z| < 1 such that their critical values do not
exceed unity in absolute value (cf. [11, inequality (1)]).
3 Corollaries
In this section we will apply Theorem 1 to get some estimates for polynomials
P (z) = c0 + c1z + · · ·+ cnzn
of the class Pn involving the values of |P (z)| at certain points z or containing the coefficients
c1, . . . , cn.
Corollary 1 Suppose P ∈ Pn, z1 and z2 are arbitrary point of Cz such that |P (zk)| ≤ 1,
k = 1, 2. Then
|P (z)| ≤ Tn
(∣∣∣2z − z1 − z2
z1 − z2
∣∣∣
)
for all points z lying of the rays z = 12 ((z2 − z1)t+ z2 + z1), t ≤ −1 and t ≥ 1.
Proof. Suppose P ∈ Pn satisfies |P (±1)| ≤ 1. Applying theorem 1 to this polynomial and
points ∞, −1, 1, t (t > 1) we arrive at
2
t− 1 ≤
2
|xP (t)− 1| .
This implies t ≥ xP (t) so that
|P (t)| ≤ Tn(t) for t > 1.
Considering similarly the polynomial P (−t) and the same points we get
|P (−t)| ≤ Tn(t),
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leading to
|P (t)| ≤ Tn(|t|) forall |t| > 1. (3)
General case reduces to the one just proved by the change of variable z = 12((z2−z1)t+z2+z1).
 Note that inequality (3) has the same form as the classical Chebyshev inequality (see, for
instance, [8, p.235]).
Corollary 2 Suppose P (z) = c0 + c1z + · · ·+ cnzn, cn 6= 0, is an arbitrary polynomial with
complex coefficients and z1, z2 are any points in Cz satisfying
|z1 − z2| >
(
22n−1/|cn|
)1/n
. (4)
The either |P (z1)| > 1 or |P (z2)| > 1 or there exists a critical value of P with absolute value
strictly greater than one.
Proof. Suppose the conclusion of Corollary 2 is wrong. Then all hypotheses of Corollary 1 are
satisfied. However, the conclusion of Corollary 1 contradicts (4) if |z| is sufficiently large. 
Corollary 3 If the polynomial P (z) = c1z + · · · + cnzn, c1 6= 0, belongs to Pn then
|P (z)| ≥ Tn
( 1
n
(sin
pi
2n
)|c1z| − cos pi
2n
)
(5)
for all points whose absolute values are greater than or equal to 2n cot(pi/(2n))/|c1|. Equality is
attained for P (z) = Tn
(
z − cos(pi/(2n))) at the points z ≥ 2 cos(pi/(2n)).
Proof. Fix r > 0 and z satisfying the condition of the corollary. Set z1 = −rz/|z|, z2 = 0,
z3 = z and z4 = ∞. Then xP (z1) = T−1n
(|P (−rz/|z|)|) represents the value of the inverse
function T−1n lying on the ray [cos(pi/(2n)),+∞], xP (z2) = cos(pi/(2n)), xP (z3) := xP (z) and
xP (z4) =∞. Inequality (1) then takes the form
|z|
r
≤
∣∣∣∣∣
− cos(pi/(2n)) − xP (z)
− cos(pi/(2n)) + T−1n
(|P (−rz/|z|)|)
∣∣∣∣∣ .
Multiplying both sides by r and taking limit as r → 0 we obtain
|c1z| ≤
∣∣T ′n(cos(pi/(2n)))∣∣∣∣ cos(pi/(2n)) + xP (z)∣∣ ≤ nsin pi2n
(
cos
pi
2n
+ T−1n
(|P (z)|)) ,
where the value of the inverse function is again chosen to belong to the ray [cos(pi/(2n)),+∞].
Since Tn is increasing on that ray we have the required inequality. Equality case can be verified
directly. 
Corollary 4 For any polynomial P (z) = c1z + · · · + cnzn, c1 6= 0, cn 6= 0, there exits a
critical value P (ζ) (P ′(ζ) = 0) such that
|P (ζ)| ≥ 2
(
1
n
sin
pi
2n
) n
n−1
∣∣∣∣c
n
1
cn
∣∣∣∣
1
n−1
. (6)
The constant on the right hand side of (6) cannot be made bigger.
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Proof. PutM = max{|P (ζ)| : P ′(ζ) = 0}. The the polynomial P/M belongs to Pn. Substitut-
ing this polynomial into (5) and comparing coefficients at |z|n in (5) we are led to the estimate
(6) with |P (ζ)| =M . Equality in (6) is attained for the polynomial Tn(z − cos(pi/(2n))) whose
critical values are unimodal.  It seems interesting to compare inequality (6) with the upper
bound for the critical values which we obtained earlier in [12]:
|P (ζ)| ≤ (n− 1)
(
1
n
) n
n−1
∣∣∣∣c
n
1
cn
∣∣∣∣
1
n−1
.
Here P represents a polynomial from corollary 4 and ζ is one of its critical points. Equality is
attained if P (z) = c1z + cnz
n.
Corollary 5 If a polynomial P (z) =
∑n
k=0 ckz
k with real coefficients ck, k = 0, 1, . . . , n,
belongs to Pn then
cncn−2 + n2
− 2
n c
2− 2
n
n ≥ n− 1
2n
c2n−1. (7)
Equality occurs for the Chebyshev polynomial Tn.
Proof. There is no loss of generality in assuming cn > 0. The function T
−1
n (P (z)) is analytic
in the neighborhood of infinity. Let f(z) denote its branch which is positive for positive z. We
will show first that for sufficiently large positive x the following holds
∣∣∣∣ 4x
2f ′(x)f ′(−x)
(f(x)− f(−x))2
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1. (8)
To this end apply Theorem 1 to polynomial P and points z1 = −x−∆x, z2 = −x, z3 = x and
z4 = x+∆x, ∆x > 0. For these points:
xP (z1) = T
−1
n
(|P (−x−∆x)|) = −f(−x−∆x),
xP (z2) = T
−1
n
(|P (−x)|) = −f(−x),
xP (z3) = T
−1
n
(|P (x)|) = f(x),
xP (z4) = T
−1
n
(|P (x+∆x)|) = f(x+∆x),
where T−1n (·) is the value of the inverse function T−1n lying on the ray [cos(pi/(2n)),+∞]. In-
equality (1) yields
4x(x+∆x)
(∆x)2
≤
∣∣∣∣(f(−x)− f(x))(f(x+∆x)− f(−x−∆x))(f(−x)− f(−x−∆x)(f(x+∆x)− f(x)))
∣∣∣∣ .
Multiplying both sides by (∆x)2 and passing to the limit as ∆x→ 0 we arrive at inequality (8).
Further, since
y = Tn(x) = 2
n−1xn − n2n−3xn−2 + o(xn−2), x→ +∞,
we will have for positive values of the root
n
√
y = 2
n−1
n x(1− 1
4
x−2 + o(x−2)), x→ +∞.
Hence,
T−1n (y) = x = 2
1−n
n
n
√
y + 2
−n−1
n
1
n
√
y
+ o
(
1
n
√
y
)
, y → +∞.
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On the other hand,
n
√
P (x) = n
√
cnx
(
1 +
cn−1
cn
1
x
+
cn−2
cn
1
x2
+ o
(
1
x2
)) 1
n
= n
√
cn
{
x+
1
n
cn−1
cn
+
[
1
n
cn−2
cn
− n− 1
2n2
c2n−1
c2n
]
1
x
+ o
(
1
x
)}
, x→ +∞,
so that for positive x
f(x) = 2
1−n
n
n
√
cn
(
x+
1
n
cn−1
cn
+ d
1
x
+ o
(1
x
))
, x→ +∞,
where
d =
1
n
cn−2
cn
− n− 1
2n2
c2n−1
c2n
+ 2−
2
n
1
n
√
c2n
.
Due to analyticity this expansion holds in some neighborhood of infinity and, in particular, for
some negative x. Substituting the above expansion of f into (8) leads to inequality d ≥ 0 which
is equivalent to (7). Equality can be verified by substituting the coefficients of the Chebyshev
polynomial into (7). 
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